
	

	

	
	

	

	 	



Aims 
Ø to enlarge the knowledge of students about the general structure of human brain ; 

Ø to investigate the impact of the following subjects, such as Music, Languages & 
Literature, Math, Physics and Art on human brain; 

Ø  to define personal possession to the Right- brained or Left- brained; 

Ø to improve students' knowledge of English as a foreign language; 

Ø to create a dossier 

 

Introduction 
Human Brain is the most complex and undiscovered part of human body.  

Ø The given dossier consists of the collection of interesting facts about the Human Brain,  

Ø general information about the Brain structure  

Ø  the students research on the topic “Influence of subjects on Human Brain” 

 

Basic information about the topic 
Ø The human brain is by far the most complex and highly organized structure of the body. 

Ø This organ allows us to think, move, feel, see, hear, taste and smell. 

Ø  It controls our body, receives, analyzes and stores information.  

Ø The brain weighs 1300-1400 g. 

Ø The brain is made up of about 100 billion neurons. 

Ø The brain is “the most complex living structure on the universe”. 

Ø The brain makes us “who we are”. 

Ø The human brain is divided into two hemispheres: 

Ø  The left hemisphere -  the “logical brain” and is involved in language and analysis 

Ø  The right hemisphere - the “creative brain”, involved in daydreaming and imagination. 

The left side controls the right side of the body while the right hemisphere controls the left 
side 

 

 
 



Discussion section 
The effect of Music on Human Brain: 

&   improves the mood, intelligence, motivation;	 

&   improves concentration;	 

&   helps in the treatment of autism, Alzheimer’s emotional trauma and depression; 

&   describes person’s character; 

  decreases anxiety, anger, stress. 

	

The effect of Languages & Literature on Human Brain: 
&   develops new areas of your mind; 

&   it strengthens your brain natural ability to forces and process information; 

&  increases the brain’s size; 

& rises general intelligence; 

&   exhibits mental flexibility; 

&   develops your creativity imagination 

 

The effect of Math & Physics on Human Brain: 
& creates the basis for systemic thinking; 

& develops the ability to analyze and solve problems; 

& stretches the mind to work on unfamiliar tasks with confidence; 

& develops critical thinking. 

 

The effect of Art on Human Brain: 
& lowers stress levels and leaves you feeling mentally clear and calm; 

& art gives your brain a break from your usual thoughts; 

& trains you to concentrate on details; 

& it acts like meditation; 

& encourages creative thinking and lets you come up with own unique solutions; 

& enhances problem-solving skills; 



The effect of Art on Human Brain: 

& stimulates your brain to grow new neurons; 

& involves getting both hemispheres on your brain communicating with each other; 

& increases brain connectivity and plasticity; 

& art lessons make children better students for life.  

	

Human Brain Structure 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Dilemma: 
Are You Right-Brained or Left- Brained? 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



A poem 

Entertainment 	
Fill the missing word from the box! 

	

	

Spinal cord, frontal lobe, parietal lobe, cerebellum, temporal lobe, occipital lobe. 
 



	 	
Start	game	again.	 Additional	course	(+5).	 Miss	the	course.	

Finish.	Start.	



	 	



	

Questions 
Ø How much does brain weigh? 

Ø Does it control our body and store information? 

Ø What is the brain made of? 

Ø What is the left hemisphere responsible for? 

Ø What is the right hemisphere responsible for? 

Ø Could Music describe person’s character? 

Ø Can you tell about some effects of Languages & Literature on Human Brain? 

Ø What kind of thinking do Math & Physics develop? 

Ø What subject does act like meditation? 

Ø What subjects lower stress level? 

Key 
Ø 1300-1400g 

Ø Yes 

Ø Neurons 

Ø Languages and analysis 

Ø Daydreaming and imagination 

Ø Yes 

Ø Rises general intelligence;  exhibits mental flexibility;  develops your creativity 
imagination 

Ø Critical thinking 

Ø Art 

Ø Music and Art 

	

	

	

	

	

	



Evaluation section 
  Poor * Good ** Excellent*** 
How would 
you rate the  
dossier ? 
  

      
  
  

Please rate 
the relevancy 
of the topic 
to your 
dailylife. 
  

      
  
  
  

How would 
you rate the 
content of 
the dossier? 

    
  
  
  

  

Please rate 
the extra 
activities. 
  

      
  
  

	

	


